WHAT IS THE POWER OF A VOLCANO?
Welcome back to the St John’s College Pre-GCSE Inspire Programme! We
hope you have had a restful summer and are excited for another year of
the programme! For the moment, we will be continuing with fortnightly
virtual classes - some of these classes will continue on with the theme of
volcanoes we began during the Virtual Summer School, and others will
be more similar to the after-school workshops you completed with your
teacher before the lockdown.

CLASS 1: VOLCANOES IN THE SCIENCES
For the first online class of the year, we continue with the theme of
volcanoes which we began during the Virtual Summer School. Today we will
consider volcanoes in context of Earth Sciences, Biology and Geography.
We focus on the effects of volcanoes on their surroundings, from plants
and animals to human society. You’ll be asked to consider these topics in
detail as part of this class’s competitions, and you’ll even have the chance
to win a prize for sending in your work!
Keep in mind you are not expected to read every class cover to cover:
we’ve provided lots of links to further reading and extra material, but you
are welcome to focus on what is most interesting to you!
subjects covered: Biology, Earth Sciences, Geography
release date: 30 September 2020
competition deadline: 14 October 2020
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COMPETITIONS & PRIZES

We encourage you to participate in as many competitions as
you can, but they are not compulsory. After the deadline for
each competition, 2 winners will be awarded with Amazon
vouchers and top entries will be published on Inspire Digital.
How to submit your entry:
• Complete your competition entry and make sure it
follows the guidelines listed for that competition
• Fill out the competition cover sheet
• Email your entry and your cover sheet to us at
inspire@sjc.ox.ac.uk
The deadline for all competition entries for Class 1 is 5pm on
Wednesday 14 October 2020.

COMPETITIONS IN THIS CLASS:

Competition 1: Primary Succession..................................... 4
Competition 2: Living with a volcano.................................. 8
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subjects covered:
Biology, Earth Sciences
Click here to read this
article on Inspire Digital!

EVOLUTION, ECOLOGY
AND VOLCANOES

There are many questions one can ask that link evolution and ecology to volcanoes...
Let’s start at a small scale in
both space and time. Are plants and
animals growing on and near active
volcanoes different from those growing
elsewhere? Yes, they are! Volcanic
soils are rich in certain minerals, and
plants like coffee grow particularly
well there. Thus, because plant species
each have their own requirements
for temperature, nutrients, moisture
and light – the abiotic part of their
‘ecological niche’ – the plants growing

on volcanoes are different. There is also a
time aspect. Immediately after an eruption,
the lava is too hot for any living thing to live on
it. Once it has cooled down, pioneer species
arrive, and then ‘ecological succession’
takes place, as one set of (typically ‘weedy’)
organisms occupy the area, change it, and
are then overtaken by further sets of (less
and less ‘weedy’, more and more longerlived) organisms. If the volcano erupts very
rarely, this process of succession may lead to
a ‘climax community’, which undergoes no

further change, until the next eruption.
But if it erupts more often, then a
kind of ecological snakes and ladders
takes place, with succession being
interrupted at wherever it has reached
by the time of the next eruption. These
processes are, however, all just ecology;
that is, we can understand them while
regarding each species as unchanging
in itself.
Does evolution have a significant
role in the differences between life on
volcanoes and life elsewhere? While
it is often easy to see ecology at work,
finding out about evolution is harder.
One relevant piece of evidence would
be finding organisms that occurred
only in association with volcanic
activity. The most famous examples are
microbes called ‘thermophiles’. The
name means ‘heat lovers’, and they
live in hot springs, such as those in
Yellowstone National Park, and in deep
sea hydrothermal vents, both places
where the Earth’s liquid core lies close
to the top of the Earth’s crust. Unlike
terrestrial and most aquatic life, which
relies on photosynthesis and therefore
on energy from the sun, thermophiles
use a variety of energy sources that
come from the earth’s core, such as
elemental sulphur. There are whole
communities of organisms based
around this alternative source of energy,
and some biologists believe that life
began in this way, with photosynthesis

evolving later. Another way to study
evolutionary effects on volcanic life
would be to compare organisms that
live on volcanoes with others of the
same species that live elsewhere:
collecting the samples sounds like a
nice project!
One of the best things about
biology is that there are always curious
examples, whatever you choose to
look into, and here’s one about life on
volcanoes. We expect the first colonists
on cooling lava to be small: often they
are lichen. But in Hawaii the very first
colonist is often an insect – the ‘lava
cricket’ Caconemobius fori. No one
knows why a reasonable-sized animal
is first, but a team led by the famous
behavioural ecologist Marlene Zuk are
currently trying to find out. Surprisingly,
while mating, the female lava cricket
drinks haemolymph (the insect version
of blood) from the male’s leg. He can
lose a substantial fraction of his body
mass in this way. Biologists suspect this
is a ‘nuptial gift’: the lava is hot, the
female will be able to produce more
eggs if she has more fluid, and the extra
offspring may make the male’s loss
worthwhile for him: but the biologists
aren’t sure, and so will need to keep
going back to Hawaii...
Prof Alan Grafen, Tutorial Fellow in
Quantitative Biology at
St John’s College
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ECOLOGICAL SUCCESSION

The process that occurs after an volcanic eruption:

LAVA CRICKETS

Find out about the
insect that lives on
lava:

COMPETITION 1: PRIMARY
SUCCESSION

FURTHER READING
• Mysterious first colonisers,
crickets on Hawaiian lava
• Thermophiles
• Ecological succession
• Marlene Zuk’s lab

Draw a picture or build a model of a volcano which shows the primary
succession process after an eruption. Use the resources on this page,
as well as the article on Evolution, ecology and volcanoes on the
previous page, to help you develop your model. You should include
a 100-word explanation of your model with your competition entry.

CLICK HERE TO SUBMIT
YOUR ANSWER
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THE TAAL VOLCANO ERUPTION,
JANUARY 2020
The Taal Volcano in the Philippines erupted earlier this year,
spewing large amounts of ash over the surrounding areas and
causing evacuations as scientists fear a larger eruption may be
approaching. Here are some highlights from the coverage of
the Taal eruption:
• Will Taal Volcano explosively erupt? Here’s what scientists
are watching: Read what scientists are saying about the
likelihood of a larger eruption.
• Taal Volcano: Your questions answered: Find out what
causes lightning in ash clouds, why ash is dangerous and
what far-reaching effects the eruption may have around
the world.

the mysterious microbes living deep inside the
earth—and how they could help humanity

• Recent updates via the Global Volcanism Program: The
Smithsonian’s Global Volcanism Program catalogues
volcanic eruptions and activity across the world.

The ground beneath your feet is home to a massive,
mysterious world of microbes — some of which
have been in the earth’s crust for hundreds of
thousands of years. What’s it like down there? Take
a trip to the volcanoes and hot springs of Costa Rica
as microbiologist Karen Lloyd shines a light on these
subterranean organisms and shows how they could
have a profound impact on life up here.

THE TAAL ERUPTION IN PICTURES
• Lava gushes from Taal Volcano
• Ashen landscapes of the Philippines
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subjects covered:
Geography
Click here to read this
article on Inspire Digital!

WHAT IS THE POWER OF
A VOLCANO?

Volcanoes aren’t always about eruptions and the catastrophic natural disasters we
often see in the news. Many people live close to volcanoes and face other hardships
and issues even aside from the possibility of an eruption – so what is life like for them?
Think for a moment about a volcanic
eruption you have studied in school.
Chances are you are imagining a large
explosion and a sudden event that
humans have little chance of surviving.
Case studies that you might have

come across in Geography of volcanic
eruptions tend to reinforce these ideas.
The major eruption of Mt. St. Helens
in 1980 is often described as one of
the most disastrous volcanic events
in the recent history of the United

States. Other examples of eruptions
that might come to mind could include
Iceland’s Eyjafjallajökull volcano which
erupted in 2010 causing an ash cloud
which extended over parts of Northern
Europe and halted flights.
The types of volcanic hazards that
geographers tend to focus on, however,
might not tell the full story of the ways
that volcanoes and human communities
interact. Archaeologists John Grattan
and Robin Thomas argue that our
current way of thinking about volcanic
eruptions plays into an ‘obsession with
death and destruction’ rather than
accurately describing the complex
ways people have experienced volcanic
eruptions in different parts of the world
through history.
One reason why we have developed
a focus on the deathly aspects of
volcanoes is the way in which volcanoes
are represented in films. Another
reason is to do with the ways that
governments have come to understand
and respond to volcanic eruptions since
the Second World War.
For example, in the United States,
natural hazard events such as volcanic
eruptions were used to study the
ways that populations might respond
to nuclear bombing. Government
departments came to pay less attention
to the complex ways that volcanoes
effect populations and instead
concentrated their concerns on the
most spectacular moments when

volcanoes were erupting. This was so
they could use volcanoes to better
understand how populations respond
to mass panic, death and destruction
from nuclear bombs.
While volcanoes can and do kill
people, we have risked spending too
much time on thinking of volcanoes
in terms of death and wide-spread
destruction. We consequently know
much less about the ways that
communities live with volcanoes when
there is no spectacular eruption event.
What are the hardships they face?
How might we go about finding this
out? How might this draw attention to
volcanoes in Europe rather than the
types of dramatic eruptions we see in
places like Indonesia and Chile?
As geographers, it is important for
us to think about the different factors
that have come to shape the way we
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think about volcanic eruptions and
their impacts. Not only can this help to
bring ideas from human geography into
conversation with physical geography
but also help us to open up new
questions around the ways people live
in volcanic landscapes and the everyday
struggles they face.
Going forward, we should be more
inclined to question why we have come
to think about volcanic eruptions in
the way we do and what aspects of
life in hazardous environments are
being overlooked as a result. This
offers exciting new ways of thinking
about natural hazards and plays to
the strengths of interdisciplinary
geographical thinking.
Cyrus Nayeri, Graduate student in
Geography

If you’re interested in
exploring this subject
further, you can click on the
videos linked to the right to
find out more...
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WELCOME TO OXPLORE!

COMPETITION 2: LIVING
WITH A VOLCANO
Write a short essay answering the following question: How does living
near a volcano impact on people’s lives? To help you form your answer
to this question, you should read What is the power of a volcano?
and watch some of the videos on page 7. You may also want to
consider some of the other things you have learned about volcanoes
and natural disasters during the Virtual Summer School. Your answer
should not be longer than 300 words.

Oxplore is an innovative digital outreach portal
from the University of Oxford. As the ‘Home
of Big Questions’ it aims to engage those from
11 to 18 years with debates and ideas that
go beyond what is covered in the classroom.
Big questions tackle complex ideas across a
wide range of subjects and draw on the latest
research undertaken at Oxford. Click the links
below to start exploring some Big Questions...

CLICK HERE TO SUBMIT
YOUR ANSWER

LOOKING FOR A NEW PODCAST
TO GET STUCK INTO?
The University of Oxford provides a huge variety of podcasts on every topic
imaginable, from cutting-edge scientific research to exciting events happening now
at the University. You can find these on the University website or on Apple Podcasts.
Here are a few of our favourites:
The Secrets of
Mathematics
Science in Ten
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THE NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM
ON VOLCANOES
Are you looking for some more interesting articles
about the sciences behind volcanic eruptions? The
Natural History Museum has a very informative series
of articles on volcanoes, as well as an exciting exhibit
titled Volcanoes and Earthquakes.
• The 1883 Krakatau eruption: A year of blue moons:
Learn how the ash from a volcanic eruption can
effect how we see colour.
• Volcano study shows timeline of magma behaviour
before eruption: Read about a new approach for
predicting volcanic eruptions.
• Exploring Martian mysteries in Iceland’s volcanoes:
Learn how we can use volcanic landscapes to learn
about other planets.
• Inside the mind of a volcano: Take a peek into the
Volcanoes & Earthquakes gallery at the Natural
History Museum.
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